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and one is shown where an attempt has been made to cut off the
head. Another series of images have originally stood round the
base on level ground (nos. i, 2, 3, fig. 60), extending from the
exterior of the entrance to the crater to the southern corner;
these are all prostrate. On the slopes there are a few horizontal
statues, but the great majority, both inside the crater and with-
out, are still erect. Outside, some forty figures stand in an
irregular belt, reaching from the corner nearest the sea to about
half-way to the gap leading into the crater. The bottom of the
mountain is here diversified by little hillocks and depressions ;
these hillocks would have made commanding situations, but
rather curiously the statues, while erected quite close to them,
and even on their sides, are never on the top. Inside the crater,
where some twenty statues are still erect, the arrangement is
rather more regular; but, on the whole, they are put up in no
apparent order. All stood with their backs to the mountain.
They vary very considerably in size; the tallest which could
be measured from its base was 32 feet 3 inches, while others
are not much above n feet. Every statue is buried in greater
or less degree, but while some are exposed as far as the elbow,
in others only a portion of the top of the head can be seen above
the surface (fig, 57), others no doubt are covered entirely. The
number visible must vary from time to time, as by the movement
of the earth some are buried and others disclosed. An old man,
whose testimony was generally reliable, stated, when speaking
of the figures on the outside of the mountain, that while those
nearer the sea were in the same condition as he always remem-
bered them, those farther from it were now more deeply buried
than in his youth*
Various old people were brought out from the village at
Hanga Roa to pay visits to the camp, but the information
forthcoming was never of great extent; one elderly gentleman in
particular took much more interest in roaming round the moun-
tain, recalling various scenes of his youth, than in anything
connected with the statues. A few names are still remembered
in connection with the individual figures, a,nd are said to be those
of the makers of the images, and some proof is afforded of the
reality of the tradition by the fact that the clans of the persons
named are consistently given. Another class of names is,
however, obviously derived merely from local circumstances;

